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The Story of Lost Planet

- Focuses on Wayne Holden who lost his memory
- Takes place on a frozen planet full of hostile aliens, and Snow Pirates far into the future
- Humans retreated once, the aliens were too strong, the Humans came back again but with better weapons
- You must collect “Thermal” in order to stay alive
The path of the soldier

- Lost Planet features a mostly linear game play experience
- Missions only have one way to complete them
- Reaching your goal is mostly linear but contains some non-linear features (ex. Taking a VS through the map, or being stealthy on foot)
User Interface in Lost Planet

- Simple Interface in Lost Planet
- Menus are simple and easy to navigate
- No confusion as to what needs to be done in missions
- Mission updates via radio communication
Learning to play Lost Planet

- No official tutorial in Lost Planet
- You are told controls as you need them in-game
- Game controls are simple so are learned quickly
- Control screen is shown anytime you enter a vehicle you haven’t been in before
The look of Lost Planet

- Excellent Hi-def graphics
- Clean and crisp look for the game
- Realistic graphics, no “cartoony” feel to game
- Very good smoke and fire graphics
The sounds of Lost Planet

- Good clear sound quality
- Not many ambient noises except background music
- All alien sounds are believable
The sounds of Lost Planet

- Good clear sound quality
- Not many ambient noises except background music
- All alien sounds are believable
Gameplay

- Mission Information text is very small and hard to read
- Right and left bumper (Xbox 360) make 90 degree turns left or right
- Dislike - The “B” button detaches VS weapons and also gets into VS’
- Great physics, if you something near you explodes you will fly backwards head over heels
Summary

- Engaging Storyline
- Easy to learn, easy to get into, easy to pick up and play
- Great graphics and good sound quality
- Engaging multiplayer action over Xbox Live
- Minor little problems that could be fixed with an update
- Overall a very fun gameplay experience
Resources

- http://www.lostplanet-thegame.com/
- http://www.konsolifin.net/ylli/upload/uutiset/xbox/1152289052_Lost_Planet_Logo_Logo_Black.jpg